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Explore These Challenge-Based Learning Resources

SkillChoice Complete by Skillsoft
Upgraded in April to include expanded libraries and a new cloud-based platform, our online learning portal is better than ever. SkillChoice Complete includes full access to three of Skillsoft’s libraries: IT, Desktop, and Business. Now with 20 times as many resources as before—including more than 100 IT certifications (with practice exams and mentorship), plus 50 IT Playlists—find everything you need to enhance your skillset and advance your career. SkillChoice Complete as an individual subscription is valued at $3,300. Full access is included with Preferred Plus, Training & Development, or Student memberships to IEEE Computer Society.

Computer Society Chapters
Give your career a boost by getting involved with your local Computer Society Chapter. Our Chapters’ conferences, workshops and seminars can provide you the knowledge you need for your next job, and the networking events can bring you face-to-face with your next employer. Check out our website to find the Chapter nearest you. If there isn’t currently a Chapter in your area, email chapters@computer.org for information about how you can start one.

IEEE Transactions on Learning Technologies
The quarterly journal TLT covers research on such topics as innovative online learning systems, intelligent tutors, educational software applications and games, and simulation systems for education and training.

FOR DIRECT LINKS TO THESE RESOURCES, VISIT
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